



pressure measurements, are discussed.

Thereupon, as well as the construction of the shoe, all 
possible adaptations on and in the shoe are covered. Not only 
is the ‘regular’ provision of pedorthic shoes discussed, but 
also, following the mission of the BERJALAN Foundation, the 
provision of pedorthic shoes in low-income countries.


Orthopaedic solutions by diagnoses

The second half of the book elaborates on specific foot- and 
gait disorders in different diagnoses, which are regularly seen 
in the daily rehabilitation practice. Every chapter starts with a 
short explanation of the clinical picture followed by an 
explanation about the effects of it on the gait pattern in order 
to build a bridge to possible shoe technical solutions. This 
construction creates a logical story, again per diagnosis, but 
makes it also possible to skip parts that might be already known or not relevant to 
particular cases.


Many illustrations

Throughout the book illustrations are frequently used 
to support the explanation in the text. The illustrations 
are beautiful and clarifying, but sometimes less 
modern and polished. More anno 2018 is the web 
application with imagery in the form of videos.

The cover and chapters are graced embellished with 
the drawings of Redmer Hoekstra. Redmer is 
illustrator and artist with a fascination for how things 
work and look from inside. This results in a special 
understanding of feet and feet disorders from a non-
medical background and shows the importance of the 

fundament, the foot, very well.


Valuable for both physiatrists in training and thereafter

With a total of 578 pages this book delivers a wealth of knowledge for physiatrists (in 
training). The information of the first chapters is the basic knowledge required at the end 
of the training. This knowledge can be used in the consulting room for many patients. 
Prior to internships with shoe technical consulting, it is essential to have, next to this 
basic knowledge, insight into the different aspects of pedorthic/orthopaedic shoe 
techniques. Then more indepth information is provided for specific diseases. 


In conclusion, we can be short. This book is a must for physiatrists in training, 
pedorthists, orthopaedic shoe technicians, orthotists and for interested podotherapists, 
physiotherapists and other specialists. It is a fine aim to have the cooperation of the 
different professionals that has brought about this book, coming together at the shoe 
technical consultation.

As the revenues of the book benefit the Foundation BERJALAN, purchasing the book 
allows for better collaboration and practice in low-income countries.


